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Hi!
Thank you for downloading this ebook and I hope you find it useful in
your search for ways to make an additional income and achieve financial
freedom. Feel free to pass this ebook on to your friends, family and
colleagues if you feel it may benefit them.

Wh at is in t h is ebook ?
In this ebook I?ll show you how to make up to £500+ a month profit. Not
just for one month but for every month to come. Sound too good to be
true? I urge you to keep reading and by the end of the ebook you?ll see
how it?s possible with no risk at all to your own money.
This isn?t a new technique I?ll be showing you. In fact, thousands of
people are using this method every day and are living a comfortable
lifestyle without having to worry about paying bills, feeding the family or
paying off the loan for the new car.
What would £500 a month extra mean to you? For some people this is a
life-changing amount to have in their bank account each month.
Whether you decide to invest your profits, book a family holiday, put it
in a jar for a rainy day or simply live that little bit more of an extravagant
lifestyle, it?s always a welcome addition to your income that few would
turn down.
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So what is this risk-free method of making £1,000 a month that I?m going
to show you?
It?s called m at ch ed bet t in g.
Now, don?t run a mile because you?ve heard the word ?betting?. Although
this method requires you to place bets, matched betting IS NOT
gambling and at no point is your money at risk.
It may be hard to believe initially that there is no risk with matched
betting but first it is important to understand what matched betting is
and how it works in order for this to become clear.

Wh at is M at ch ed Bet t in g?
Online betting sites give free bets and run promotions for new
customers to try and entice them to sign up to their website instead of
one of their competitors. There are hundreds of bookmakers online and
all are competing for your business which means each one is under
pressure to offer something bigger and better than their competitors to
entice customers.
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An example of a typical bookmaker sign up offer for new customers is:

Sign u p t o William Hill, place a £20 bet an d r eceive an ot h er
£20 bet f r ee!

This seems like a good offer initially as you?re getting a £20 free bet.
However, what happens if you lose your first £20 bet and then lose your
free £20 bet as well? You?ll be down £20 of your own money!
What matched betting does is guarantee that you make a profit from
every free bet you receive.

How ? Lets take a look at the process...

Bef or e w e begin I want to briefly mention a couple of things to help you
understand the process of matched betting.
If you haven't placed a bet before then some of the terms I will use in
this ebook may be new to you. Don't worry though. I'm confident by the
time you're done reading that you'll understand all the terminology and
have a firm grasp on what matched betting is all about.
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Bet t in g exch an ges
Betting exchanges are slightly different to bookmakers in that at a
betting exchange you are betting against other users and so there is no
bookmaker profiting from your losing bets.
At a betting exchange you can not only bet on teams to win but also bet
on teams NOT to win. This is the main use of betting exchanges in
matched betting.
The most popular betting exchange is Bet f air which has over 4 million
customers worldwide.
Don't worry if you don't understand betting exchanges just yet. Keep
reading....
M at ch ed Bet t in g calcu lat or s
Matched betting involves some maths in order to work out the correct
stakes for your bet so that you guarantee a profit from them. It is
possible to work out your stakes manually but it is a lot easier to use a
simple matched betting calculator. These calculators are available on
the Internet but we recommend using one from a matched betting
service such as MatchedBets.com.
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Matched betting involves making two bets. A back bet and a lay bet.

Back Bet s
A back bet is when you are betting on something to happen. For
example, you may think that Man Utd will beat Chelsea and so you
would place a back bet on Man Utd to win. If you have placed a bet
before at a bookmaker it would have been a back bet. You can place
back bets on all bookmaker sites.

Lay Bet s
A lay bet is when you are betting on something NOT to happen. Using
the example above, you don't think Chelsea will beat Man Utd and so
you would place a lay bet on Chelsea. This means that your lay bet
would win if Chelsea don't win ie. Man Utd win or the game finishes a
draw. Lay bets can't be placed on bookmaker websites and you must
use a betting exchange to place these bets. The most popular betting
exchange is Betfair Exchange.

By placing a back bet AND a lay bet we are covering all outcomes of the
game.
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You make your profit in matched betting by using your free bets. There
are two steps when extracting a profit from a free bet. These are your
'qualifying bet' and your 'free bet'.

St ep 1 : You r qu alif yin g bet
Your qualifying bet is your initial bet and it?s sole purpose is to see that
you qualify to receive your free bet.
Using the William Hill offer above as an example, you have to place a
£20 bet in order to receive your £20 free bet. This first £20 bet is your
qualifying bet.

The process of placing your qualifying bet :
-

Place your bet at the bookmaker

-

Place the opposite bet at the betting exchange

You have now covered all outcomes. You will not make a profit on this
bet but you will also not lose anything (in reality you may lose a few
pence due to the exchange fee's). Despite not making any profit on this
bet, you now have a free bet. It is with this that you will make a profit.
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St ep 2 : Usin g you r Fr ee Bet t o m ak e a gu ar an t eed pr of it
So you haven't won anything and you haven't lost anything but now you
have a free bet. Again, you could place this free bet on a football match
or a horse but it's not guaranteed to win. Using matched betting, it is
guaranteed!
We're going to repeat the process of :
-

Placing your bet at the bookmaker

-

Placing the opposite bet at the betting exchange

However, this time you are going to place a lower stake on the betting
exchange which will mean you will return a profit whatever the
outcome. Don't believe me? Let's take a look at an example.
You'll need a matched betting calculator to work out your stakes for
your lay bet. As mentioned, all matched betting sites provide these for
members to use.

Now lets take a look at an actual example of a matched bet to show you how
you can make a guaranteed profit...
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Exam ple Of f er : William Hill offer new customers a £20 free bet when
you sign up and place your first bet of £20.

For this example we're going to be betting on the Man Utd v Chelsea
match.

St ep 1 : Placin g you r qu alif yin g bet .
We sign up to William Hill, deposit £20 and place that £20 on Man Utd to
win at odds of 2.0. If Man Utd win we will receive £40 back (£20 stake
and £20 winnings)
We then place a £20 lay bet on Man Utd on Betfair (or any other betting
exchange) with odds of 2.0
If Man Utd don't win (lose or draw) we'll receive £40 back (£20 stake and
£20 winnings)
So we've placed a total of £40 in bets. £20 at William Hill and £20 at
Betfair and we'll get back £40 whatever the result.
We haven't made a profit but we haven't lost anything either. However,
as we have placed a £20 bet with William Hill, they have given us a free
£20 bet!
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St ep 2 : Placin g you r f r ee bet (an d m ak in g a pr of it !)
We now need to find another game to use our free bet on. We'll use
Liverpool v Arsenal as an example this time.
The odds on Arsenal to win on William Hill are 7.0 and the lay odds for
Arsenal not to win on Betfair are also 7.0.
Using a matched betting calculator, we enter our stake and odds and it
tells us to place a lay bet with a stake of £17.27 with a liability of
£103.62.

The liability is the amount you stand to lose if your lay bet doesn't come
in. In this example your lay bet would lose if Arsenal won the game as
you are betting on them not to win on the exchange.
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So now you've placed your back bet and your lay bet. Let's take a look at
how much you will get back depending on the outcome.
Tot al ou t lay :
William Hill : £0 (as you've only used your free bet and none of your own
money.
Betfair Exchange : £103.62 (the liability of your lay bet)

If Ar sen al Win :
Your bet with William Hill wins and you will get back £120
(£20 x 7 = £140) minus your initial stake as it was a free bet.
Pr of it f r om bet = £16.38

If Ar sen al don't w in ie. the game is a draw or Liverpool win :
Your bet with Betfair Exchange wins and you will get back £120.03
Pr of it f r om bet = £16.41

There you have it! If Arsenal win, you make a profit of £16.38 and if
Arsenal don't win, you make a profit of £16.41. What is better is that we
know how much profit we will make bef or e t h e gam e h as even k ick ed
of f !
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How m u ch m on ey can you m ak e?
This is a common question asked by people who are considering
starting matched betting but it really depends on a few factors. If you
don't have any bookmaker accounts when you start matched betting
then you will be able to take advantage of the 50+ book m ak er s who
are offering free bets for new customers. These offers alone are worth
around £1,000 and so there is a lot of money to be made. You'll find all
of these offers along with guides on how to profit from them in the 'new
customer offers section of MatchedBets.

Af t er you h ave com plet ed all of t h e sign u p of f er s.
Another common question is 'Can I still make money matched betting
after I have completed all of the bookmaker sign up offers?'
The answer is YES! Bookmakers run promotions every single day and so
there is always a profit to be made. Once you complete all of the new
customer offers your inbox will be flooded with emails from
bookmakers offering you free bets and bonuses daily that you can turn
into a guaranteed profit using matched betting.
Some of the offers can be a little more challenging but if you follow the
step-by-step guides displayed on MatchedBets.com you should have no
problems. If you do have a question about an offer, their support team
is available to assist you.
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FAQ's
How do I find free bets?
The majority of online bookmakers have a promotions page where you
can view their current offers for new and existing customers. However,
this can be very time consuming but thankfully MatchedBets do this
hard work for you. Every day they scour the hundreds of bookmaker
sites and find the most profitable bet offers and then display them all on
their site and even tell you what the best events are to bet on and how
much to bet to make a profit from them.
What should I bet on?
As you know how much profit you will make before the event has even
started, you don't need to know anything about the teams or even the
sport you're betting on. However, it is advised that you stick to well
known sports and leagues as this makes your betting look more natural
to the bookmaker.
How much money do I need to get started?
You can start with as little as £50 to complete your first offer although I
recommend a starting bank of £100 or more. You can complete more
offers quicker this way and not have to wait for your withdrawn funds to
reach your bank account before starting your next offer.
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How do I keep track of my profit & bets?
There are many matched betting spreadsheets available on the Internet
that will keep track of your profits and bet details. However,
MatchedBets.com automates this process and keeps track of every bet
you place for you.
I already have accounts at some bookmakers. Can I still make money?
Yes! New customer offers are great but you can only claim them once. If
you already have an account with a bookmaker it is likely they are
offering daily promotions and bet offers which you can still make a
guaranteed profit from.
Can my partner or family member also sign up for bookmaker
accounts?
The majority of bookmakers allow multiple persons at the same
address to sign up and claim the new customer offers. However, some
do not and limit the offers to one per household. Always check with
customer support before depositing any money.
What are Wagering Requirements?
Some bonuses and free bets have wagering requirements attached to
them. This means that you will have to place bets up to a certain value
in order to make a withdrawal. A bonus of £10 that has a wagering
requirement of x3 means that you must place £30 worth of bets before
being able to withdraw it.
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M at ch ed Bet t in g Risk s
Matched betting is simply maths and maths doesn't lie. So long as you
place bets with the correct stakes then you will be guaranteed a profit.
The only risk in matched betting is human error. That is why it is
important to double check your bets, your odds and your stakes before
placing them.
The use of a matched betting service such as MatchedBets.com helps
enormously. They provide you with match betting tools that help you
find the best matches to bet on, how much to back and lay and show
you how much profit you will make. They even list all of the free bet
offers for you each day!
Ben ef it s of u sin g M at ch edBet s.com
- Support 7 days a week via email, live chat and their forum
- Over 50 bookmaker new customer offers
- Step-by step guides on how to complete the offers
- Matched betting tools to help you find the best matches and work
out your stakes and winnings.
- Daily reload offers for users who already have accounts at
bookmakers. There's profit to be made every single day!
- A community full of other matched bettors who help each other
and share their experiences.
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Book m ak er s an d M at ch ed Bet t in g
It's no secret that bookmakers don't like customers matched betting.
Despite matched bettors regularly losing on bookmaker sites and
winning on the exchange, bookmakers don't like the idea of customers
solely using their site to make a guaranteed profit from their offers. They
prefer 'mug bettors'. The users who place bets which they believe are a
'sure thing' and often end up losing.

Does t h is m ean m at ch ed bet t in g is illegal?
Not at all. Matched betting is 100% legal. Matched betting simply takes
advantage of regular bookmaker offers by using betting exchanges.
However, bookmakers need to give these offers out to customers to
keep attracting them and so matched betting isn't going anywhere any
time soon.

Gu bbin g
'Gubbing' or 'being gubbed' is a term used when a bookmaker puts
restrictions on your account. Although bookmakers can't stop you
matched betting from the start, they can restrict your account if they
believe you are matched betting.
Bookmakers are getting increasingly better at spotting matched betting
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practices. For example, if you only ever use the bookmaker for free bets
and offers then the bookmaker is likely to think you are matched
betting.
Matched betting also has some tell-tale betting patterns which
bookmakers can detect. An example of this is placing your qualifying bet
at low odds and using your free bet on a selection at odds of 5.0+ to
extract the most profit from your free bet. A regular punter would not
place bets like this and so this pattern is easily detectable by the
bookmaker.
If you are gubbed by a bookmaker you may find your maximum stakes
are lowered so you cannot place large bet stakes. You may also find that
you are excluded from offers and promotions. If this happens you will
usually (but not always) receive an email notifying you in a polite way
that your account has been restricted.
Please note that if your account is gubbed you can still deposit and
withdraw your funds from your account in the normal way.

How t o r edu ce t h e ch an ces of bein g gu bbed
There are many things you can do to keep your matched betting
practices hidden from the bookmaker. The aim is to bet like a regular
punter as much as possible.
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Below are a few tips to keep your betting accounts looking natural :

1. On ly bet on h igh -pr of ile leagu es an d even t s
Although betting on a football match in the Argentinian third division
may make you an extra £2 on your bet, it is a sign that you are matched
betting. Stick to the popular leagues such as the Premier League or the
Championship to stay under the radar.

2. Don't Ar b
'Arbing' is when you place your back bet and your lay bet and you make
a profit. No free bet is required and your profit comes from the lay odds
being less than the back odds. It's tempting to take arbs as they're easy
to do and make you a an easy profit. However, bookmakers don't like
people placing arbs as it leaves no room for profit for them. If you want
to keep your accounts unrestricted, stay away from arbs.

3. Don't par t icipat e in ever y of f er
Although it's tempting when there is a guaranteed profit to be made,
give some offers a miss. If you're participating in every offer a
bookmaker gives, it is a clear sign you are matched betting.
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Th in gs t o t ak e in t o con sider at ion
1. Fast changing odds
Sometimes odds can change quickly on the betting exchange. This is
especially true if you are placing a bet during a match or a race rather
than prior to it. It is helpful to keep the bookmaker and the betting
exchange open on separate tabs or ideally, separate screens so you can
switch between them quickly and place your back bet and your lay bet
as close together as possible.
2. Partially matched bets
In order for your bet to be matched on the exchange, there must be
enough liquidity at the odds you are placing your bet at. There may be
times where the liquidity drops fast and your bet may end up being
partially matched. If this happens then you should use a partially
matched calculator.
3. Bookmaker T&C's
There are terms and conditions applied to every bet offer you will
receive. It is important that you read every one and understand them in
order to ensure your bet is valid. For example, some qualifying bets
must be placed at odds above a certain amount in order to receive your
free bet. Similarly, some free bets have maximum odds that you can use
them on.
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Un der st an din g Odds
There are two ways of displaying odds. Fractional and decimal. When
matched betting you will be using decimal odds so it is important to
know how to change odds from fractions to decimals.
Fr act ion al Odds
If you have placed a bet at a bookmaker, you have probably experienced
fractional odds. These are the most commonly displayed odds format
and are what people are most familiar with. Lets take a look at some
examples of fractional odds.
3/1 : Pronounced three to one. If you place a bet of £1 on something
which has odds of 3/1 you will win £3 + your £1 stake back.
7/2 : Pronounced ?seven to two?. If you place a bet of £2 on something
with odds of 7/2 you will win £7 + your £1 stake back.
Some people prefer to divide the fraction so it is easier to work out their
potential return on a bet. For example, a £14.50 bet with odds of 7/2
may not be the easiest to work out, but if you change the fraction into a
decimal by dividing 7 by 2 = 3.5 and then multiplying it by your stake (3.5
x 14.50 = £50.75) you get your profit. Then just add your stake on to
calculate your total returns (£65.25).
Confused? Don?t be. Thankfully, you?ll be using decimal odds when
matched betting!
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Decim al Odds
Decimal odds are pretty easy to get your head around. You simple
multiply your stake by the odds to see your total bet return.
Example :
A £10 bet at odds of 3.0 would return £30 (£20 profit + your £10 stake)
A 10 bet at odds of 5.7 would return £57 (£47 profit + your £10 stake)
As you can see, it is very easy to calculate your bet return with decimal
odds. You will be using decimal odds when matched betting but there
may be time where only fractional odds are displayed and so we need to
know how to convert fractional odds into decimal odds.
Con ver t in g Fr act ion al Odds in t o Decim al Odds
To convert fractional odds into decimal odds, simply divide the fraction
and add 1.
Lets take a look at some examples :
Fr act ion al Odds

Decim al Odds

Th e M at h s

7/2

4.5

( 7/2=3.5 ) + 1 = 4.5

2/1

3.0

( 2/1 = 2 ) + 1 = 3.0

1/2

1.5

( 1/2 = 0.5 ) + 1 = 1.5

8/13

1.62

( 8/13 = 0.62) + 1 = 1.62

10/1

11.0

(10/1 = 10) + 1 = 11.0
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Con clu sion
I hope this eBook has given you a better understanding of what
matched betting is, how it works and how it can help you earn a
substantial additional income from home. There is a learning curve
involved but once you have placed your first few matched bets it will
seem like second nature to you.
I strongly recommend signing up to a matched betting service such as
MatchedBets.com. They have an excellent community of matched
bettors who all help each other and discuss various bookmaker offers
on their forum.
You can sign up to MatchedBets for free at www.MatchedBets.com
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Resou r ces & Helpf u l Lin k s :
M at ch edBet s.com : https://www.matchedbets.com
Bet t in g Exch an ges :https://www.matchedbets.com/betting-exchanges/
M at ch ed Bet t in g For u m : https://forum.matchedbets.com
M at ch ed Bet t in g Explain ed :
https://www.matchedbets.com/all-about-matched-betting/
M at ch ed Bet t in g FAQ :
https://www.matchedbets.com/matched-betting-faq/
M at ch ed Bet t in g Ter m in ology :
https://www.matchedbets.com/matched-betting-terminology/
Bet f air : https://www.betfair.com
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